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ADDENDUM
 .Volume 181, Number 3 1996 , Article No. 0145, ``On Pointed Ribbon
Hopf Algebras'' by Shlomo Gelaki,* pages 760]786: The purpose of this
addendum is twofold. First to construct a new family of finite dimensional
Hopf algebras, denoted by H , which generalizes Radford's H ,n, q, N, n , a n, q, N , n
w xand second, to correct some errors that occurred in 1, Section 1 . Specifi-
w x wcally, to replace 1, Theorem 1.1.1 by Theorem 1.1.1, and to replace 1,
xTheorem 1.2.2 by Theorem 1.2.2.
w xWe start by correcting 1, Proposition 0.1 which was missquoted from
w x2 .
 w x.PROPOSITION 0.1 Replaces Proposition 0.1 in 1 . Suppose that A is an
algebra o¨er the field k and suppose that v g k is a nonzero scalar. Let a,
x g A satisfy xa s v ax. Then:
m m m my l l .  .  .  .a a q x s  a x if m s 0, or m ) 0 and m y 1 !/ls0 v vl
0.
 .  .n n nb If v is a primiti¨ e nth root of unity, then a q x s a q x .
1. DETERMINATION OF CERTAIN FINITE DIMENSIONAL
POINTED HOPF ALGEBRAS
w x w xGenerally, this section replaces 1, Section 1 except for 1, Lemma 1.1.2
w xand 1, Lemma 1.2.1 .
1.1. The Family Hn, q, N, n , a
We start by constructing a new family of Hopf algebras denoted by
H . Let n, n and N be positive integers such that n N N andn, q, N , n , a
1 F n - N, and let a g k. Suppose q g k is a primitive nth root of unity
< n < w xand let r s q . For a s 0 we define H s H s H 2, 5.1 .0 n, q, N, n , 0 n, q, N, n
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 .  .For 0 / a g k we further assume that g.c.d n, n s 1 hence r s n , and
N ¦ n n. In this case, as an algebra H s H is generated by a and xa n, q, N , n , a
which satisfy the relations
aN s 1, x n s a an n y 1 and xa s qax. .
The coalgebra structure of H is determined bya
D a s a m a, D x s x m an q 1 m x , « a s 1 and « x s 0. .  .  .  .
The antipode of H is determined bya
s a s ay1 and s x s yqyn ayn x . .  .
Note that because N ¦ n n it follows that x n / 0. The following unique-
w xness theorem replaces 1, Theorem 1.1.1 .
 w x.THEOREM 1.1.1 Replaces Theorem 1.1.1 in 1 . Let k be an alge-
braically closed field of characteristic zero. Let H be a Hopf algebra o¨er k,
and suppose there exist integers 1 F n - N so that as an algebra H is
 .ngenerated by a grouplike element a of order N, and by the space P H ofa , 1
dimension F 2. Then there exist a positi¨ e integer n such that n N N, a g k
and a primiti¨ e nth root of unity q g k such that H s H .n, q, N, n , a
 .  .  n 4n nProof. If dim P H s 1 then P H s sp a y 1 . Thus, H sk a , 1 a , 1 k
 .  .nk a s H and we are done. Now assume dim P H s 2. First1, 1, N , n , 0 k a , 1
 .  .nnote that the semisimple commutative algebra k a acts on P H bya , 1
 n 4  .  .nconjugation and that sp a y 1 is a k a -submodule of P H . Thusk a , 1
 .  4there exists a one-dimensional k a complement of it. Let x be a k basis
of this complement. Then,
ay1 xa s qx or equivalently xa s qax for some q g k . 1 .
N N < <Since a s 1 it follows that q s 1. Set n s q . Then n N N. Also set
< n <  .  n . . yn  . n .r s q . By 1 x m a 1 m x s q 1 m x x m a , hence by Proposi-
 .tion 0.1 b ,
rr n r n r rD x s x m a q 1 m x s x m a q 1 m x . .  .
Moreover,
x ran r s qn r 2an r x r s an r x r .
w x r  n r .Thus it follows from 1, Lemma 0.2 that x s a a y 1 for some a g k.
If either a s 0 or N N n n then H s H and we are done. If a / 0n, q, N, n , 0
r  n r . rand N ¦ n n then x / 0. Since a a y 1 and a commute, so do x and
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r r  .a. But, x / 0, hence q s 1 which is equivalent to n N r s nrg.c.d n, n .
 .Thus, g.c.d n, n s 1 and r s n, and we conclude that H s H .n, q, N, n , a
1.2. The Family UN, n , v .
 w x.LEMMA 1.2.1 Replaces Lemma 1.2.3 in 1 . Let k be an algebraically
closed field of characteristic zero. Let U be a Hopf algebra o¨er k which
satisfies the following:
 .  .1. G U s a is a cyclic group of prime order N.
 .n2. There exists an integer 1 F n - N so that dim P U s 3.k a , 1
 :  :Then H s k a, x and H s k a, y are contained in U forN , v , N, n N, v , N, n1 2
 .some v , v g k. Moreo¨er, H l H s kG U .1 2 N, v , N , n N, v , N, n1 2
 .Proof. Since kG U is a commutative semisimple algebra over an
 .algebraically closed field of characteristic zero all kG U -modules are
 .  .direct sums of one-dimensional kG U submodules. Since kG U acts on
 .  .n nP U by conjugation it follows that P U is a direct sum of threea , 1 a , 1
 .one-dimensional kG U -submodules. Therefore we may assume that there
 n 4  .nexists a basis a y 1, x, y for P U so thata , 1
xa s v ax and ya s v ay ,1 2
< <where v is an Nth root of unity for i s 1, 2. Since N is prime, N s vi i
< n <  n . . yn  . n .and N s v for i s 1, 2. Now, x m a 1 m x s v 1 m x x m a ,i 1
 .hence by Proposition 0.1 b ,
NN n N n N N N ND x s x m a q 1 m x s x m a q 1 m x s x m 1 q 1 m x . .  .
w x N NThus it follows from 1, Lemma 0.2 that x s 0. Similarly, y s 0 and the
result follows.
 w x.PROPOSITION 1.2.2 Replaces Proposition 1.2.4 in 1 . Let U be a Hopf
algebra o¨er an algebraically closed field k of characteristic zero. Suppose that
there exist integers 1 F n - N, N ¦ n 2, so that as an algebra U is generated by
 .na grouplike element a of prime order N, and by the space P U ofa , 1
dimension 3. Then U ( U*cop as Hopf algebras if and only if U s U .2, 1, y1.
 .nProof. It follows from Lemma 1.2.1 that there exist x, y g P Ua , 1
 :  :such that k a, x s H and k a, y s H . Suppose on theN , v , N, n N , v , N , n1 2
contrary that there exists an isomorphism of Hopf algebras f : U ª U*cop.
 .  .  .  .Set f a s A, f x s X, and f y s Y. It follows that A g G U* and
 :  :A, a g k is a primitive Nth root of unity. Set v s A, a g k. By
Lemma 1.2.1 there exists an inclusion of Hopf algebras, i: H ª U,N, v , N, n1
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 .hence there exists a surjection of Hopf algebras i: U* ª H *.N, v , N, n1
 .  .  .  .Because i* A , i* X , and i* Y generate H * as an algebra itN , v , N, n1
 .  .follows that either i* X / 0 or i* Y / 0. Therefore using a similar
w xargument to the one used in the proof of 1, Lemma 1.1.2 we conclude
 :  :  :that either X, x / 0 or Y, x / 0. Let Z be X or Y so that Z, x / 0.
 :  : ynThen v Z, ax s Z, xa yields v s v . In the same manner either1 1
 :  : ynX, y / 0 or Y, y / 0 and the equality ya s v ay yields v s v . In2 2
 :  yn : yn nparticular v s v . Therefore ZA, x s v AZ, x implies v s v .1 2
Therefore v 2n s 1 and N N 2n . Because n - N we have N s 2n . Because
N is prime this yields that N s 2, n s 1 and v s y1. This completes the
proof of the proposition.
 w x.THEOREM 1.2.3 Replaces Theorem 1.2.2 in 1 . Let k be an alge-
braically closed field of characteristic zero. Let U be a Hopf algebra which
satisfies the following:
1. There exist integers 1 F n - N, N ¦ n 2, so that as an algebra U is
 .ngenerated by a grouplike element a of prime order N, and by the space P Ua , 1
of dimension 3.
 .  .i2. For any positi¨ e integer i / n mod N , dim P U s 1.k a , 1
3. U is minimal quasi-triangular.
Then either U s U or there exists a primiti¨ e Nth root of unity q g k2, 1, y1.
 .such that U s U sl 9.q 2
 .nProof. It follows from Lemma 1.2.1 that there exist x, y g P U soa , 1
 n 4  .nthat the set a y 1, x, y forms a linear basis for P U and the follow-a , 1
ing relations are satisfied
aN s 1, xa s v ax , ya s v ay and x N s y N s 0,2 1
where v is a primitive Nth root of unity for i s 1, 2. Moreover, as ani
walgebra U is generated by a, x, and y. Since U is minimal it follows by 3,
 . xProposition 2 d and Theorem 1 that there exist two sub-Hopf algebras B
and H of U such that U is generated by B and H and B*cop , H as Hopf
 .  .algebras. In particular B / kG B and H / kG H .
 .Let C : U be any sub-Hopf algebra such that C / kG C . Since U is
 .pointed C is pointed as well. Since C / kG C it follows from Taft]
w xWilson's theorem 4 that C contains a nontrivial skew primitive element
 .iP. Without loss of generality we may assume that P g P U for somea , 1
 . n0 F i F N y 1. By condition 2 of the theorem, i s n . Thus D P s P m a
 n .q 1 m P and k a ; C. Since P must be a linear combination of x, y,
and an y 1, and N is prime we conclude that C is one of the following
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sub-Hopf algebras of U:
 :  :  :k a, x , y , k a, x or k a, y .
If in addition v s v then C may also equal1 2
 :k a, a x q b y for some a , b g k*.
Since B and H generate U the mutually exclusive possibilities for B and
H are therefore the following:
1. B s H s U.
 :  :  .2. B s k a, x and H s k a, y or vice versa .
 :  : 3. B s k a, x and H s k a, a x q b y for some a , b g k* or
.vice versa .
 :  : 4. B s k a, y and H s k a, a x q b y for some a , b g k* or
.vice versa .
 : 5. B s k a, a x q b y for some a , b , g , d g k* and H s k a,
:g x q d y so that ad y bg / 0.
By Proposition 1.2.2, if 1 holds then U s U . If 3]5 hold then2, 1, y1.
v s v , hence it follows from Theorem 1.1.1 that for all a , b , g , d g k1 2
such that ab / 0 and gd / 0,
 :  :k a, a x q b y ( k a, g x q d y ( HN , v , N , n1
cop was Hopf algebras. Since B* ( H as Hopf algebras it follows from 1,
xLemma 1.1.2 that there exists a primitive Nth root of unity v such that
vyn s v s v s v n. Therefore N s 2n which implies again that U s1 2
U .2, 1, y1.
w xIf 2 holds then it follows from 1, Lemma 1.1.2 that there exists a
yn n wprimitive Nth root of unity v such that v s v and v s v . By 3,1 2
x  .Theorem 2 , there exists a surjection of Hopf algebras p : D B ª U such
that p N s id and p N cop: B*cop ª H is an isomorphism of Hopf alge-B B B*
w x w  .xbras. Using 1, Lemma 1.1.2 and 2, Theorem 4 d we conclude that p is
given by
p « j a s a, p « j x s x , .  .
p A j 1 s am and p X j 1 s b y , .  .
for some b g k* and an integer 1 F m F N y 1 which satisfies mn s
 .n mod N . Since the relation
« j x X j 1 s v n 2 An j an q X j x y « j 1 .  .  .
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 .holds in D B we conclude that the relation
yb yx q bvyn 2xy s a2n y 1
holds in U. Finally, if n is even then set q s v n 2 r2 , a s an r2, x s
y1 yn r2 y1 yn r2 .  .’ ’1r q y q a x, and y s brq q y q a y. If n is odd then
Nyn .n r2 Nyn .r2 y1 Nyn .r2 .’set q s v , a s a , x s 1r q y q a x, and y s
y1 Nyn .r2 .’brq q y q a y. At any rate since N is prime it follows that q
 .is a primitive Nth root of unity, the group a is of order N and x,
 .  :y1y g P U . Thus it is straightforward to check that U s k a, x, y sa, a
 .U sl 9. This completes the proof of the theorem.q 2
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